This paper investigates a certain type of numerical range introduced by Stampfli. In particular, we investigate the convexity of this set of elements of operators on Hilbert spaces and its relationship to the algebra numerical range implemented by elements of a W*-algebra.
Having introduced this set, he wondered whether for any T £ Q3(X), the set Ws(T) is convex. (Here Q3(X) is the set of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X.) We shall solve this problem for £(<5) using an idea of Dekker, Bonsall and Duncan, [2] . We then proceed to introduce the set Vs(T), where is the algebra ^-numerical range for an element T of a unital W*-algebra il. We conclude by proving that the sets W((T) and Vg(T) are actually equal. We remind the reader that a subset G of C is said to be connected if it cannot be split into two nonempty open sets. The following lemma shows when the set is connected. Then E is arcwise connected.
The proof of this lemma can be found in Bonsall and Duncan, [2] . We shall now prove the convexity of the set Wf(T) for any T £ £(©)• We would like to point out that the proof of this theorem also appears in the author's Ph.D. thesis, Agure [1] . PROOF: Let Z be a straight line in C. To prove that the set Wg(T) is convex, it is enough to show that the intersection W((T) n I is a connected set. If T -T\ + iT 2 , Ti -T-" , i = 1, 2 and L = aT x + bT 2 + cl, (where I is the identity operator) and a, b, c are constants, then it is clear that L is a self adjoint operator. Consider the set E given by E = {xe6: \\x\\ = 1, \\(Ti +tT 2 )a;|| ^ 6 and (Lx, x) = 0}.
Assume that E is nonempty. We shall show that E is arcwise connected. To do that choose any two vectors y i , y 2 in E. Note that there is no loss of generality in assuming that the vectors j/i and 3/2 are linearly independent elements of E. Clearly if y S E, then for any a £ R , ye la £ E and y is joined to ye la by an arc t that maps [0, a] to We shall show that the arc p(s) is in the set E by first proving that (Lp(a), p{s)} -0, and then ||Tp(a)|| ^ 6. And we see that ||Tp(s)|| > S by virtue of (*). We therefore conclude that the set E is connected and the required arc is p(s). Now define the mapping IT on E by
Then it is clear that TT(Z) G Z and TT(X) G Wg(T). So W«(T) D Z = TT(Z). This mapping is also continuous. Since E is connected and the mapping it is continuous we conclude that ir(E) is connected and hence We(T) is convex. D
We shall now introduce the algebra numerical range. Suppose il is a unital W*-algebra, il* its dual and JS(il) the set of states on il, that is 
PROOF: Let Ai and A 2 G Vs(T). Then there exists states gi and g 2 on il such that gi (T) = Ai, gi{T*T) > S 2 and g 2 {T) = A 2) g 2 (T*T) > S 2 . Now for 0 < a ^ 1, let g(T) = agi (T) + (1 -a) 92 (T).

The problem is to show that g(T) G Vj(T). It is clear that g is linear and that
g(T*T) = ag(T*T) +
Therefore g is a positive linear functional and since g{I) = * gi {I) + (1 -a)g 2 (I) = 1, and \\g\\ = 1, ff is in fact a state on il. Hence g(T) G V S {T). 0
Having proved that both sets Wg{T) and Vg(T) are convex we shall now show that those two sets are actually equal. But since / is a weak "-limit of convex combinations of vector states
Also we can find M = M(E) such that for all n > M the following inequality will hold: -a/2.
t = i
But fn(x) > f{T) -e and therefore we see that SRe/ n (x) > 5Re X -e, implying that £ > a/2, which is a contradiction. Now for all x,-6 G, we have ||Txi|| < T,. Since also f{T*T) < f n (T*T) + e and S 2 < f{T*T) we obtain 
